
PROPHYLACTIC COMPRESSION  

KNEE-HIGH STOCKING (PROFILEACTIVE)

Orthosoft compression stockings are
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PROPHYLACTIC COMPRESSION  

PANTY HOSE (PROFILEACTIVE)

Orthosoft compression stockings are

PROPHYLACTIC COMPRESSION  

THIGH-HIGH STOCKING (PROFILEACTIVE)

Orthosoft compression stockings are

designed and manufactured in accordance  
with TS ENV 12718 standard. Graduated  
pressure feature make contribution to your  

health by treating your legs. Special and  
high quality raw materials are used in the  

production. It has a soft touch around it, it  
is easy to wear and take off.

designed and manufactured in accordance  
with TS ENV 12718 standard. Graduated  
pressure feature make contribution to your  

health by treating your legs. Special and  
high quality raw materials are used in the  

production. It has a soft touch around it, it  
is easy to wear and take off.

designed and manufactured in accordance  
with TS ENV 12718 standard. Graduated  
pressure feature make contribution to your  

health by treating your legs. Special and  
high quality raw materials are used in the  

production. It has a soft touch around it, it  
is easy to wear and take off.

140 Denier  
Profile Active  
8-12 mmHg  

pressure

Size

Size

Size

AD

Knee-high

Lower  
Calf

Lower  
Calf

Lower  
Calf

Pressure Class

140 Denier  
Profile Active  
8-12 mmHg  

pressure

AG
Thigh-high Pressure Class

140 Denier  
Profile Active  
8-12 mmHg  

pressure

AT
PantyHose Pressure Class



Size
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Size

Size

ANTIEMBOLI KNEE-HIGH  

STOCKINGS
Orthosoft Anti-Embolism stockings are  

designed and produced according to TS  
ENV 12719 standard. it offers a graduated  
pressure starting from the ankle to the  

thigh.
Special and high quality raw materials are  

used in production. Each type of stocking  
has a control hole.

ANTIEMBOLI THIGH-HIGH

STOCKINGS
Orthosoft Anti-Embolism stockings are

ANTIEMBOLI COMPRESSION
STOCKINGS WITH WAIST ATTACHMENT

Orthosoft Anti-Embolism stockings are

designed according to TS ENV 12719  
standard. it offers a graduatedpressure  
starting from the ankle to the thigh.

Special and high quality raw materials are  
used in production. Each type of stocking  

has a control hole. Those with waist  
attachment at the waist have adjustable  
belts.

designed according to TS ENV 12719  
standard. it offers a graduatedpressure  
starting from the ankle to the thigh.
Special and high quality raw materials are  
used in production. Each type of stocking  
has a control hole.
At the upper section, special drop silicone  
rubbers are used which prevent sliding  
over the skin and introducing a turnstile

Pressure at the  
anti-embolism  

ankle 18-21  

mmHg.

Pressure at the  
anti-embolism  

ankle 18-21

Pressure at the  
anti-embolism  

ankle 18-21  

mmHg.

Lower  
Calf

Lower  
Calf

Lower  
Calf

AD

Knee-high Pressure Class

AG
Thigh-high Pressure Class

AT
Belted waist Pressure Class



OPEN CLOSED

CCL 1 KNEE-HIGH COMPRESSION  

STOCKINGS (LOWPRESSURE)
Orthosoft compression stockings are

designed and produced according to  
TS ENV 12718 standard. Thanks to
graduated pressure, it makes contribution  

to your health by treating your legs.
Special and high quality raw materials are  

used in production. It has a soft touch  
around it, it is easy to wear and take off.

CCL 1 PANTY HOSE COMPRESSION  

STOCKINGS (LOWPRESSURE)
Orthosoft Anti-Embolism stockings are

designed according to TS ENV 12719  
standard. it offers a graduatedpressure  
starting from the ankle to the thigh.

Special and high quality raw materials are  
used in production. Each type of stocking  

has a control hole.
used in production. Each type of stocking  
has a control hole.

CCL 1 KNEE-HIGH COMPRESSION  

STOCKINGS (LOW PRESSURE)
Orthosoft compression stockings are  
designed and produced according to TS  
ENV 12718 standard. Thanks to graduated  

pressure, it makes contribution to your  
health by treating your legs. Special and  

high quality raw materials are used in  
production. It has a soft touch around it, it  
is easy to wear and take off.

CCL1 Low
pressure at the  

ankle 18-21  

mmHg.

CCL1 Low
pressure at the  

ankle 18-21  

mmHg.

CCL1 Low
pressure at the  

ankle 18-21  

mmHg.

SizeLower  
Calf

SizeLower  
Calf

SizeLower  
Calf

AD

Knee-high Pressure Class

AG

Thigh-high Pressure Class

AT
Pantyhose Pressure Class

OPEN CLOSED

OPEN
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CLOSED



CCL 2 KNEE-HIGH COMPRESSION  

STOCKINGS (MEDIUMPRESSURE)
Orthosoft compression stockings are  
designed and produced according to TS  
ENV 12718 standard. Thanks to graduated  

pressure, it makes contribution to your  
health by treating your legs. Special and  

high quality raw materials are used in  
production. It has a soft touch around it, it  
is easy to wear and take off.

CCL 2 PANTY HOSE COMPRESSION  

STOCKINGS (MEDIUMPRESSURE)
Orthosoft compression stockings are

designed and produced according to TS  
ENV 12718 standard. Thanks to graduated  
pressure, it makes contribution to your  

health by treating your legs. Special and  
high quality raw materials are used in  

production. It has a soft touch around it, it  
is easy to wear and take off.

CCL 2 THIGH-HIGH COMPRESSION  

STOCKINGS (MEDIUMPRESSURE)
Orthosoft compression stockings are

designed and produced according to TS  
ENV 12718 standard. Thanks to graduated  
pressure, it makes contribution to your  

health by treating your legs. Special and  
high quality raw materials are used in  

production. It has a soft touch around it. it  
is easy to wear and take off.

CCL2 medium  
pressure at the  

ankle 23-32  

mmHg

AD

Knee-high Pressure Class

CCL2 medium  
pressure at the  

ankle 23-32  

mmHg

AG
Thigh-high Pressure Class

CCL2 medium  
pressure at the  

ankle 23-32  

mmHg

AT

Panty hose
Pressure Class

OPEN CLOSED

OPEN CLOSED

OPEN
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CLOSED

SizeLower  
Calf

SizeLower  
Calf

SizeLower  
Calf



PANTY HOSE COMPRESSION  

STOCKING (FORPREGNANT)
Orthosoft compression stockingsare

designed and produced according to TS  
ENV 12718 standard. Thanks to graduated  
pressure, it makes contribution to your  

health by treating your legs. Special and  
high quality raw materials are used in  

production. It has a soft touch around it,
it is easy to wear and take off.

SILICONE COMPRESSION  

ARMSLEEVEFINGER-SHOULDER
Compression sleeves are designedand

manufactured in accordance with RAL GZ  
387/2.The pressure exerted recovers the  
damaged lymphatic vessels and removal  of 

the lymph nodes in chest surgery  prevents 
the clogging in the circulation  afterwards. 

Special and high quality  materials are 
used in the production. It has  a soft touch. 
it is easy to wear and take off.

SILICONE COMPRESSION  

ARMSLEEVEWRIST-SHOULDER
Lymph edema Compression arm sleevesare

designed and produced according to RAL
GZ 387/2 standard. The pressure exerted
recovers the damaged lymphatic vessels

and removal of the lymph nodes in chest
surgery prevents the clogging in thecircula-

tion afterwards. Special and high quality  
materials are used in the production. It has  
a soft touch. it is easy to wear and take off.

CCL1 Low
pressure at the  

ankle 18-21  

mmHg.

ATU
pregnant panty Pressure Class

CCL2 medium  
pressure at the  

ankle 23-32  

mmHg

Silicone Pressure Class

CCL2 medium  
pressure at the  

ankle 23-32  

mmHg

Silicone Pressure Class

OPEN
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CLOSED

SizeLower  
Calf

SizeArm  

circum  

ference

SizeArm  

circum  

ference



COMPRESSION ARMSLEEVE WITH  

SHOULDER STRAP /WRIST-SHOULDER

Lymph edema Compression arm sleevesare
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designed and produced according to RAL
GZ 387/2 standard. The pressure exerted
recovers the damaged lymphatic vessels

and removal of the lymph nodes in chest

surgery prevents the clogging in thecircula-

tion afterwards. Special and high quality  
materials are used in the production. It has  
a soft touch. it is easy to wear and take off.

COMPRESSION STOCKING  

WEARING APPARATUS
It is difficult to wear since the varicose  

stockings are pressurized. Thanks to this  
product, socks can be worn easilywithout  

difficulty in a very short time.
It is manufactured from a material that will  
not harm metal and painted socks. It  

provides comfort in wearing compression  
stockings.

COMPRESSION ARMSLEEVE  

W/ STRAPFINGER-SHOULDER
Lymph edema Compression arm sleevesare

designed and produced according to RAL GZ  
387/2 standard. The pressure exerted  
recovers the damaged lymphatic vessels  

and removal of the lymph nodes in chest  
surgery prevents the clogging in thecircula-

tion afterwards. Special and high quality

materials are used in the production. It has a

soft touch. it is easy to wear and take off.

CCL2 medium  
pressure at the  

ankle 23-32  

mmHg

Silicone Pressure Class

SizeArm  

circum  

ference

CCL2 medium  
pressure at the  

ankle 23-32  

mmHg

Silicone Pressure Class

SizeArm  

circum  

ference


